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INTRODUCTION 

The Handbook on Thermodynamics and Transport Properties of Alkali Metals will be of great 
value to the scientific and engineering communities. The seriousness of the problem of lack 
of needed information has been documented by the CODAN report (1). The retrieval of 
information from the literature is often a serious bottleneck. It is impractical for most 
scientists and engineers to retrieve, critically evaluate, and put into usable form any 
significant fraction of the information they need. It is not only the tedious and time
consuming work of finding papers dispersed in many journals and published in many languages 
that stands in the way of utilizing the exponentially growing mass of information. Even if 
a complete bibliographic review were provided', the most time-consuming and critical part of 
the task would remain. A broad experience in the field is needed to be able to critically 
evaluate the various often conflicting measurements. There is a great economic saving of 
time and money when it is not necessary for each individual user of the information to eval
uate the literature independently. There is an even greater saving if the user is directed 
to the most reliable data and is not misled by the erroneous values often found in the lit
erature. It is fortunate that so many experts have volunteered to evaluate the data in 
their fields. This section will briefly review some of the types of measurements and evalu
ation procedures and the mathematical equations used for some of the thermodynamic data. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SAMPLE 

Samples should be pure and well defined, including their crystal structure. It is particu
larly difficult to prevent contamination of alkali metals by carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. 
It is sometimes desirable to prepare samples with small amounts of these impurities added to 
determine their effect upon the measurements or, if the samples are already saturated, to 
determine the effect upon the measurements of partial purification. Small amounts of impur
ities usually have small effects on heat capacity or enthalpy determinations except, per
haps, at very low temperatures or near the melting point, although there are instances where 
a small smount of impurity was sufficient to stabilize a different crystal structure. How
ever, volatile impurities can substantially increase the vapor pressure in some methods of 
measurement. Annealing conditions can be important in fixing the crystal order and the con
centration of vacancies and other defects. Transport properties are particularly dependent 
upon prior treatment. Often sluggish phase transformations are markedly altered by impuri
ties or treatment such as the effect of cold-working on the low temperature transformations 
of lithium and sodium to close-packed structures. At high temperatures, particularly in the 
liquid state, possible container attack must be carefully considered. 
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For the study of alloy systems, the preparation of the sample is especially important. Most 
alloy samples are prepared by freezing from a liquid of desired composition. Except for the 
congruent melting composition, there will be a segregation of a range of compositions across 
the homogeneous composition range of the phase being prepared or even a mixture of several 
phases. An annealing treatment at a suitable homogenizing temperature is most important. 
In addition to the problem of concentration of vacancies, there is also the problem with 
alloys of the degree of order with which the various atomic species are distributed over the 
crystalline lattice. Depending upon whether the sample is quenched from high temperature or 
annealed at low temperature, the sample may be nearly completely ordered or may have a random 
distribution. To obtain meaningful measurements, it is essential that the degree of order be 
characterized. 

EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

Accurate thermodynamic calculations over a range of temperatures and pressures are based on 
a foundation of equation of state measurements together with heat capacity and/or enthalpy 
measurements. These are then combined with measurements of vapor pressures and other equi
libria which allow the characterization of the Gibbs energies of the various pure phases as 
a function of temperature and pressure. Finally, in the extension to multicomponent systems, 
one must be able to express the partial molal Gibbs energy as a function of temperature, 
pressure, and composition. 

Heat capacity and enthalpy measurements 

Measurements below room temperature are particularly important in the application of the 

Third Law to obtain entropy values. Except at very low temperatures, where the electronic 

contribution may be greater, lattice vibration contributes the principal term to C. The p 
values follow the Debye theory rather well. At very low temperatures, the vibrational con-

tribution is proportional to T3 and extrapolations to 0 K may often be made quite accu-
3 rately if the measurements have been extended to the T range. The dilation contribution, 

Cp-CV' is zero at 0 K, increases to a few percent at room temperature, and increases nearly 

linearly with temperature at higher temperatures. Electronic contributions to Cp in metals 

persist to the lowest temperatures experimentally possible because of the close spacing of 

the energy levels in the free electron Fermi gas. At very low temperatures the electronic 

contribution is proportional to T, but it has been difficult to predict the electronic con

tribution at higher temperatures. For many metals near 0 K, the heat capacity can be repre

sented by Cp • YT + 8T3. When a plot of Cp/T versus T2 is a straight line, the intercept 

and slope yield values of Y and 8. For many elements nuclear spin orientation contributes 

to Cp at temperatures usually well below 1 K with considerable contributions to the entropy. 

As the nuclear entropies are the same for both reactants and products and do not contribute 

to ~S of a chemical reaction, they can be neglected. The practical basis for the absolute 

entropies that are tabulated does not consider the entropy of random orientation of nuclear 

spins nor the entropy of mixing of isotopes. 

As one goes to higher temperatures, heat capacity measurements become more difficult because 

the radiative loss increases proportional to T3. Adiabatic calorimeters have been con

structed to operate to above IOOOK, but electrical pulse heaters offer the best techniques 

for very high temperatures. Heat capacities following the Debye equation yield Cv approach

ing 'as a limiting value the classical 3R. However Cp • Cv + a 2vT/K, where a is the coeffi

cient of thermal expansion and K is the compressibility, will increase linearly with temper

ature. It is desirable to express Cp in terms of an analytical equation valid from 298K 

to higher temperatures, but many tightly bound materials have not attained the classical 

heat capacity at 298K. The analytical equation Cp • a + bT + cT-2 is satisfactory for many 

materials with a negative value of c to account for the deviation from the classical value 

near 298K. As T becomes large, the cT-2 term becomes negligible leaving just the linear 

variation. For a wide temperature range, the addition of a dT2 team is desirable because 
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of anharmonic vibrational contributions as well as vacancy production and other bond-breaking 

mechanisms. 

The most common method of determining heat capacities at higher temperatures is through the 
use of drop calorimetry which measures the enthalpy change from the initial temperature T to 
the calorimeter temperature which is usually around room temperature. From the variation of 
enthalpy with temperature, one can determine the heat capacity by differentiation. However, 
if there are anomalies in Cp due to second-order phase transformations, it is often diffi
cult to obtain reliable results by differentiation. Also if the enthalpy data are fit by an 
analytical equation with too many parameters, differentiation of the enthalpy equation can 
yield a wildly oscillating heat capacity equation due to the fitting of random errors of the 
enthalpy measurements. When heat capacity measurements near 298K have been measured using 
an adiabatic calorimeter, it is possible to fit the enthalpy data so as to have the deriva
tive join the directly measured heat capacity, or join both the heat capacity and its first 
derivative (2 -4). 

o 0 (0 0 1 For the gaseous alkali metal atoms, Cp/R, S /R, and - G -H
298

)/RT can be accurately ca cu-

lated from their atomic weights and their electronic spectral levels. Except for Li, the 

atomic weights are known accurately enough so that the uncertainty of +0.0001 in 
o 0 -(G -H

298
)/RT even up to 3000K is due to the uncertainty of the Boltzmann constant. For 

o 0 
Li, the uncertainty in the atomic weight limits the accuracy of -(G -H298 )/RT to ~0.0006. 

The electronic contributions are important only at high temperatures. At temperatures where 

only the translational contribution need be considered, 

o 0 -(G -H
298

)/RT - 1.5 ln M + 2.5 [In T + 298.1S/T] - 3.6649 (1) 

The values from this equation are within 0.001 of the values including electronic contribu

tions up to 2800K for Li, 3200K for Na, up to 2400K for K and Rb, and up to 2l00K for Cs. 

The thermodynamic properties of the alkali metal atoms under standard conditions which cor

respond to low-pressure gas behavior. are accurately known, but the deviations from ideal 

pressure behavior with increasing pressure due to Na 2 formation or at very high tempera

tures due to ionization must be considered for real gases. There is often confusion in the 
+ literature in regard to considering gaseous mixtures of Na and Na 2 or mixtures of Na, Ha , 

and electrons. The problem is illustrated by the potential energy curve of Na 2 which is a 

plot of energy versus interatomic distance, r. The dissociation limit corresponds to an 

infinite value of r. In sodium vapor enclosed in a finite volume, there is no atom that 

does not have another atom within a finite distance. How does one distinguish between a 

Ha
2 

molecule with a large value of r and a pair of Na atoms separated by a distance r? 

Similarly, how does one distinguish a Na atom in a Rydberg state with an electron in an 

extended orbit from an electron at some distance from a Ha+ ion? This is a very general 

question that applies not only to plasmas and high temperature vapors but also to solutions 

of weak electrolytes such as formic acid in water where there is ambiguity as to when 8 pair 

of ions should be considered to be unionized formic acid and when they should be considered 

as interacting ions (5). The answer is that any division must be arbitrary. One could 

ignore Na
2 

as a component and use the potential energy curve of Na
2 

to represent the inter

actions of Ha atoms 8S given by a virial equation of state or one could treat the gas as an 

ideal mixture of Na and Ha2 or possibly also Ha 3 or other possible combinations. The impor

tant thing is that a consistent procedure be used so that no states are counted more than 

once or are omitted entirely. However, there are some procedures that can simplify the 

arithmetic and should be given some priority. Pitzer (6) has illustrated this with a proce

dure for plasmas. In selecting a given procedure, attention must be given, particularly at 

high temperatures to the effect of assuming a rigid harmonic oscillator, as is commonly done, 

as some levels may be omitted in the division between molecules and atoms. When the inter

actions between the atoma are not strong, it is often simpler to take the gaseous atom as 
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the single component and use a virial equation state to represent the interatomic inter

actions rather than introduce a second component. 

Vapor pressure measurements 
Vapor pressure measurements are a very important means of establishing the enthalpies of 
formation of gaseous species and in characterizing the thermodynamics of multicomponent sys
tems. The determination of enthalpies and entropies of vaporization from the temperature 
coefficient of the vapor pressure, often called the Second Law method, is a very useful pro
cedure, but can be subject to considerable error when there are systematic errors which can 
shift the vapor pressure line or change its slope. This can be due to impurities, attack of 
the container, creep of liquids out of the container, depletion of the more volatile compo
nent from the surface of a solid alloy, and a variety of other errors which must be care
fully considered by the evaluator. One common source of error when the vaporization results 
from a dissociation of one solid phase to form a liquid or another solid phase is the lack 
of constant composition of the saturating phases as the temperature is changed. The bound
aries of the condensed phases can change substantially with change of temperature. Also, 
when there are several gaseous species, the composition of the gas will vary with tempera
ture. Thus the enthalpy determined from the temperature coefficient of the vapor pressure 
does not correspond to a unique reaction. 

When entropy data are available for the condensed phases from low temperature heat capacity 
measurements and use of the Third Law together with calculation of the entropies of the gas
eous species from spectroscopic data, it is often possible to recognize temperature depend
ent errors by use of the equation 

This Third Law calculation yields an independent 

measurement. If there are temperature dependent 

(2) 

o 
value of ~H298/R from each vapor pressure 

o errors, the calculated values of ~H298/R 

will show a drift with temperature of the measurement, but the average of the various deter

minations is usually much more reliable than the Second Law value obtained from the tempera

ture coefficient of the vapor pressure. When the vapor pressure is low as with the use of 

Langmuir, Knudsen, or torsion-effusion methods, flp can be taken close to unity. However, 

for higher pressures where the fugacity will differ from the pressure, it is necessary to 

obtain equation of state data for the gas to determine the flp ratio, or it is necessary to 

separate the total pressure into partial pressures of the atomic, diatomic, etc. species. 

If only a second virial constant is adequate, the equation of state of the gas can be 

expressed as pv/R • T + BP/~. If the pressure is high enough to change the Gibbs energy 

of the condensed phase, the molal volume Vc of the condensed phase would also be needed. 

The resulting Third Law equation would be 

(3) 

with the value of R in the last term given in units corresponding to those used for Vc and 

P to yield units of kelvin for the entire term. 

When the spectral or mass spectroscopic measurements have been used to separate the total 

vspor pressure into partial pressures of the atom and various polymers, it is important to 

establish whether the relationship between measured intensity and the partial pressure has 

been well characterized. It is often assumed that the ionization crossections of Mn species 

are a simple function of n. There are often a number of dissociative processes competing 

with the simple ionization process which can substantially change the ion yield. 

The ambiguity in regard to separation of various polymeric components that was discussed 

above in connection with gaseous heat capacities and values of -(Go-H~98)/RT will depend 

upon the experimental teChniques used. Different methods often give different separations 

into the various components. The calculation of values of -(Go-H~98)/RT for the various 

, 
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species must be done in a manner consistent with the way in which the experimental techniques 

separates the various components. For polyatomic species, the crossection can be a function 

of temperature which can be a serious source of error, particularly if the data are treated 

by a Second Law method. For spectral measurements, the relationship between absorption, 

emission, or fluorescence intensities and the partial pressure can be quite complicated if 

fine structure of the spectrum has not been resolved or if there are pressure broadening 

effects. Such considerations are very difficult to handle by the non-specialist and illus-. 

trate the value to the community in having the critical evaluations carried out by experts 

familiar with the given type of measurements. 

In addition to vapor pressure measurements, equilibration between condensed phases and gas 
mixtures such as hydrogen with hydrogen compounds such as hydrogen halides, water, ammonia, 
etc. can yield thermodynamic data for compounds and solutions. These methods are most useful 
when the ratio of hydrogen to hydrogen compound is not far from unity. For most alkali metal 
systems, this is difficult to achieve. 

Electromotive force measurements 
Electromotive force methods using aqueous and other solutions of electrolytes, fused salts, 
or solid electrolytes have been valuable sources of accurate thermodynamic data for alloys 
and compounds of the alkali metals. There are many possible systematic errors which must be 
evaluated. It is often difficult to sinter solid electrolytes to obtain a disk separating 
the two electrode regions that does not have pores or cracks that can allow flow of gas from 
one electrode region to the other and result in partial short-circuiting. Also under highly 
reducing conditions, the electrolyte can become electronically conducting and reduce the 
measured potential. Often equilibration is not attained at the electrode. This can be due 
to surface contaminants or to slowness of diffusion from the bulk resulting in surface deple
tion. Sometimes oxidizing or reducing gaseous contaminants in the atmosphere of the cell can 
dominate the electrode potentials. Such errors can often be detected by variation of poten
tial with rate of gas flow, usually of some inert gas such as argon, through the apparatus. 
When the temperature is increased to provide faster equilibration, one often encounters 
reaction between the electrode and the solvent or electrolytes of the ionic conducting solu
tion which limits use of the technique. Many of the systematic errors are temperature 
dependent and determination of enthalpies and entropies from temperature coefficients should 
be carefully examined. 

Use of theoretical models 
Even after the experimental details of the reported measurements have been scrutinized by 
an expert experienced with the measurements, it may still not be possible to detect serious 
systematic errors. A most important part of the evaluation is the application of various 
theoretical models to determine if the experimental results are acceptable. For example, 
temperature coefficients of vapor pressure measurements or electromotive cell measurements 
often yield entropies which deviate by considerable amounts from values derived from various 
theoretical models. If the deviation is larger than the uncertainty of the calculated 
values, then the Second Law values must be rejected and replaced by Third Law calculations. 
Also there are various bonding models that restrict enthalpy values to a practical range of 
uncertainty. Sometimes, theoretical models can be used to demonstrate that vapor pressure 
measurements have been misinterpreted because of lack of recognition of the major gaseous 
species that are present. The theoretical models are not only important in aiding the eval
uation of reported experimental values, but it is particularly important to develop predic
tive models to estimate the many quantities for which measurements have not been attempted 
or which are too difficult to measure reliably. As an example of what can be done to pro
vide unavailable data, it has been possible (7) to use predictive models to provide thermo
dynamic data for one hundred and one of the binary systems of molybdenum between hydrogen 
and lawrencium which were used to calculate the binary phase diagrams within practical engi
neering accuracy. Critically evaluated data such as are provided in the Handbook of Alkali 
Metals play an important role in providing values that can be used to check the range of 
reliability of predictive models and to aid in the development of additional models. 

PRESENTATION OF FINAL DATA 

It is important to present the final selected values in a 'form that is convenient to use. 
Tabular presentation has been the conventional method in the past. With the common use of 
calculators and computers, analytical representation of the data is becoming more common. 
In either type of format, it is most important to provide clear representation of the limits 
of accuracy of the values given. The user of the data may be misled if there is not a clear 
indication of the possible range in which the correct values might lie. It is not sufficient 
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to provide statistical evaluations which merely indicate the reproducibility of the data 
without consideration of the possible magnitude of systematic errors. When there are several 
independent measurements, an examination of the deviations between the measurements can give 
some estimate of the uncertainty, but such a comparison is meaningful if the measurements to 
be compared are treated in a consistent manner. One often finds comparisons of enthalpies 
of formation determined by Third Law calculations in which different entropies have been 
used. It is important to recalculate the enthalpies using the same entropies to get a proper 
appraisal of the range of deviations. The criterion of consistency is most important in 
tabulation of thermodynamic values and yet is often difficult to achieve as various values 
are interrelated in intricate manners. Compromises must sometimes be made in maintaining 
consistency, but there should be adequate warning to the users of the compilations. 

The choice of components and standard states must be presented in a clear and unambiguous 
manner. As pointed out in the discussion of alkali metal vapor pressures, the inclusion of 
Na2 as a component is an arbitrary decision. The basis of the choice should be clearly 
presented. The distribution of levels between atoms and molecules or the distribution as a 
function of the assumed interactions between atoms can displace the hypothetical gaseous 
standard state of unit fugacity. There are possible ambiguities with the condensed phases 
when Henry's Law standard states are used. For example, there are some alloys of sodium for 
which the electron or negative ion concentration due to ionization of sodium is larger than 
in the pure second component and the fugacity of Na varies approximately as the square of 
the concentration of Na. Under such circumstances, it might be convenient to choose ionic 
Henry's Law standard states as is done in water for HCl. These are arbitrary decisions; it 
is important that the presentation leave no ambiguity about exactly what was done. Another 
confusion arises when Henry's Law standard states are designated as corresponding to pure 
metastable states. For example, when the Henry's Law standard state of sodium in face
centered cubic (fcc) calcium is presented as corresponding to the metastable fcc state of 
pure sodium. The fugacity of the Henry's Law slope in a fcc solvent does not in general 
correspond to the fugacity of pure metastable fcc sodium. Although it might be desirable to 
avoid Henry's Law standard states to avoid unnecessary confusion, such standard states do 
yield much simpler activity coefficient behavior when one is interested only in dilute solu
tions and they do have their place if their status as a hypothetical standard state is kept 
clear. 
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